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Abstract. We present algorithms for computing similar- 
ity relations of labeled graphs. Similarity relations have 
applications for the refinement and verification of reac- 
tive systems. For finite graphs, we present an O(mn) al- 
gorithm for computing the similarity relation of a graph 
with n vertices and m edges (assuming m 2 n). For ef- 
fectively presented infinite graphs, we present a symbolic 
similarity-checking procedure that terminates if a finite 
similarity relation exists. We show that 2D rectangular 
automata, which model discrete reactive systems with con- 
tinuous environments, define effectively presented infinite 
graphs with finite similarity relations. It follows that the 
refinement problem and the VCTL’ model-checking prob- 
lem are decidable for 2D rectangular automata. 
1 Introduction 
A labeled graph G = (V, E ,  A, ((.))) consist of a (pos- 
sibly infinite) set V of vertices, a set E C V 2  of 
edges, a set A of labels, and a function ((a)): V --f A 
that  maps each vertex w to  a label ((w)). We write 
post(w) = {U 1 (w,u) E E }  for the successor set of the 
vertex w. A binary relation 5 C V 2  on the vertex 
set is a simulation if U 5 w implies (1) ((U)) = ((w)) 
and (2) for all vertices U’ E post(u), there is a vertex 
w‘ E post(w) such that  U’ 5 U’. The vertex w simu- 
lates the vertex U if there is a simulation 5 such that 
U 5 w [31]. The vertices U and w are similar, written 
U zs w, if U simulates w and w simulates U. The sim- 
ilarity relation & 5 v2 is an equivalence relation. 
We consider the problem of computing the similarity 
relation zs. 
Motivation. Labeled graphs are useful for mod- 
eling reactive systems: the vertices represent system 
states, the edges represent system moves, and the la- 
bels represent observations such as variable values or 
1/0 events. Simulations arise in two situations of for- 
mal system design and analysis-system refinement 
and system abstraction. First, a system GI refines (or 
implements) a specification G2 if every start state of 
GI is simulated by a start state of G2 [l]. Then, in 
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an infinite two-player game of system versus specifica- 
tion, each move of the system GI can be matched by 
a move of the specification G2 that leads to  the same 
observation. Second, the algorithmic analysis of large, 
or infinite, state spaces is practical, or possible, only 
if we are able to  identify “equivalent” system states. 
The resulting quotient graph, which represents an ab- 
straction of the system, may be much smaller than the 
full system graph, and may even be finite for infinite 
system graphs. The notion of “state equivalence” de- 
pends, of course, on the class of system properties that  
are considered [5, 13, 181. In verification, two partic- 
ularly important state equivalences are trace equiva- 
lence and bisimilarity. 
Trace equivalence. The vertex w trace-dominates 
the vertex U if for every finite u-rooted path ‘i7; there 
is a v-rooted path D such that ((a)) = ((V)).’ The ver- 
tices U and w are trace-equivalent, written U M~ w, if 
U trace-dominates w and w trace-dominates U. Trace 
equivalence is an equivalence relation that  is coarser 
than similarity; that is, U zs w implies U eT w, but 
not vice versa. Trace equivalence is important, be- 
cause two vertices are trace-equivalent iff they satisfy 
the same formulas of linear temporal logic, and the 
quotient graph G/,T therefore suffices to  check linear 
temporal properties of the system G. Trace equiva- 
lence, however, is difficult to  compute: the problem of 
checking if two vertices of a finite labeled graph are 
trace equivalent is PSPACE-complete [34]. 
Bisimilarity. A binary relation Z g V 2  is a bisim- 
dation if U w implies (1) ((U)) = ((w)), (2) for all ver- 
tices U’ E post(u), there is a vertex w’ E post(w) such 
that U’ S w’, and (3) for all vertices w’ E post(w), there 
is a vertex U’ E post(u) such that  U’ Z w’. The ver- 
tices U and w are bisimilar, written U zB w, if there is a 
bisimulation S such that  U E w [32]. Bisimilarity is an 
equivalence relation that is finer than similarity; that  
is, U zB w implies U M~ w ,  but not vice versa. Bisimi- 
larity is important, because two vertices are bisimilar 
iff they satisfy the same formulas of branching tem- 
poral logic, and the quotient graph G/,B therefore 
suffices to  check branching temporal properties of the 
system G. In addition, bisimilarity is easier to  com- 
pute than trace equivalence: the Paige-Tarjan algo- 
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rithm checks in time O(m1ogn) if two vertices of a 
finite labeled graph G with n vertices and m edges 
are bisimilar (assuming m 2 n) [33]. However, since 
most interesting system properties can be expressed 
in linear temporal logic, bisimilarity usually provides 
an unnecessarily weak reduction of the state space. 
Similarity. We argue that in many cases, neither 
trace equivalence nor bisimilarity, but similarity is the 
appropriate abstraction for computer-aided verifica- 
tion. (Process algebra, which studies the behavior of 
state equivalences under various operations on reac- 
tive systems, provides additional justification for using 
equivalences that are closely related to  similarity [7].) 
First, for finite-state systems, the similarity quo- 
tient can be computed in polynomial time, and for 
effectively presented infinite-state systems, the sim- 
ilarity quotient can be computed symbolically. We 
present an O(mn) algorithm for checking if two ver- 
tices of the finite labeled graph G are similar, and a 
symbolic procedure for computing the similarity quo- 
tients of labeled graphs that,  finite or infinite, are pre- 
sented effectively. Symbolic procedures are essential 
for the success of computer-aided verification, which 
typically deals with infinite state spaces, or with state 
spaces that are too large to  be enumerated [ll]. Our 
symbolic similarity-checking procedure uses the same 
primitives as symbolic minimization procedures for 
computing bisimilarity quotients [9, 281, and the pro- 
cedure terminates if the input graph has a finite sim- 
ilarity quotient. 
Second, since similarity lies strictly between trace 
equivalence and bisimilarity, it provides a better state- 
space reduction than bisimilarity, and the similarity 
quotient is still adequate for checking all linear tempo- 
ral formulas. Indeed, two vertices are similar iff they 
satisfy the same formulas of branching temporal logic 
without quantifier switches [17]. Hence the similarity 
quotient is adequate for checking, say, all formulas of 
the branching temporal logic VCTL*, which contain 
only universal path quantifiers [20]. 
Third, infinite labeled graphs may be presented ef- 
fectively using the formalism of hybrid automata for 
modeling reactive systems with discrete and continu- 
ous components [2]. Within hybrid automata, a maxi- 
mal subclass with a decidable graph reachability prob- 
lem are rectangular automata [25]. We show that 
2D rectangular automata define infinite-state systems 
with infinite bisimilarity quotients, yet finite similarity 
quotients. This result gives a structural explanation 
for the decidability of reachability for rectangular au- 
tomata, and shows that also refinement and VCTL* 
model-checking are decidable for 2D rectangular au- 
tomata. Our work suggests that  similarity is the nat- 
ural state equivalence for the analysis and abstract 
interpretation of rectangular automata. We therefore 
plan to implement our symbolic procedure for com- 
puting similarity quotients within HYTECH, an auto- 
matic tool for the verification of hybrid automata [23]. 
Outline.  This paper consists of two parts. In Sec- 
tion 2, we present an O(mn) similarity-checking al- 
gorithm for finite graphs, and a symbolic similarity- 
checking algorithm for effectively presented infinite 
graphs. In Section 3, we show that all 2D rectangular 
automata have finite similarity relations.2 
Related work. The model theory and the proof 
theory of similarity are studied extensively in process 
algebra [21,26,35], and in deductive approaches to  the 
refinement of reactive systems [1,29,30]. Polynomial- 
time algorithms for computing similarity quotients 
are presented in [6] (O(mns)), [14] (O(mn4)), and 
[15] (O(m2)). Recently it has come to  our attention 
that an O(mn) algorithm was found independently 
by Bloom and Paige [8]. (All of these algorithms are 
set in somewhat different contexts, and solve some- 
what different problems, but can be translated into 
our framework.) A symbolic procedure for model- 
checking VCTL* formulas is given in [17]. While that 
procedure can be used for computing similarity quo- 
tients symbolically, by evaluating increasingly larger 
VCTL* formulas, this approach does not seem practi- 
cal. 
2 Similarity Checking 
2.1 Finite graphs 
We compute €or each vertex w the simulator set sim(w) 
of vertices that simulate w. Then U x s  w iff w E sim(u) 
and u E sim(w). We develop our algorithm in three 
steps. For a vertex w, we use the notation pre(w)  for 
the predecessor set {U I ( U ,  w) E E }  of w . ~  
Step 1. We start with the schema Schematic- 
Similarity1 shown at the top of Figure 1. For each 
vertex w, the set sim(w) contains vertices that are 
candidates for simulating w. Initially, sim(w) contains 
all vertices with the label of w. If (u,w) E E and 
w E sim(u), but there is no w' E sim(w) such that 
(w, w') E E ,  then w cannot simulate U and is removed 
from sim(u). In this case, we say that sim(u) is sharp- 
ened with respect to the edge (U, w). It is easy to  check 
that if no edges allow a sharpening of sim(u) for any 
vertex U ,  then for all w, all vertices in sim(w) can sim- 
ulate w. If the input graph has n vertices, there can be 
at most n2 iterations of the WHILE loop. A naive im- 
plementation of the algorithm SchematicSimilarityl 
therefore requires time O(m2n3), where m 2 n is the 
2An equivalence relation is f inite if it has a finite number of 
3For a set U of vertices, let pTe(U)  = U,Eupre(u). 
equivalence classes. 
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procedure SchematicSimilarityl : 
Input: a labeled graph G = (V, E, A, ((s))). 
Output: for each vertex w E V ,  the simulator set sim(w). 
for all w E V do sim(w) := {U E V I ((U)) = ((w))} od; 
while there are three vertices U ,  w, and w such that 
w E post(u), w E sim(u), and post(w) n sim(w) = 0 do 
sim(u) := sim(u)\{w} 
od. 
procedure RefinedSimilarity: 
for all w E V do 
prevsim(w) := V ;  
if post(w) = 0 
then sim(w) := {U E V I ((U)) = ((w))} 
else sim(w) := {U E V I ((U)) = ((w)) and post(u) # 0) 
fi 
od; 
(11: assert for all w E V, sim(w) c prewsim(w)} 
(12: assert for all u,w,w E V ,  if (u ,w)  E E and w E sim(u), then post(w) nprevsim(w) # 0} 
remove := pre (prewsim (w))\pre (sim(w)); 
for all U E pre(w)  do sim(u) := sim(u)\remove od; 
prevsim(w) := sim(w) 
od. 
while there is a vertex w E V such that sim(w) # prevsim(v) do 
procedure EffcientSimilarity: 
for all w E V do 
{let prevsim(w) := V }  
if post(w) = 0 
then sim(w) := {U E V I ((U)) = ((w))} 
else sim(w) := {U E V I ((U)) = ((v)) and post(u) # 0) 
fi; 
remove (w) := pre (V)\pre (sim(w)) 
od; 
(13: assert for all w E V ,  remove(w) = pre(prevsim(w))\pre(sim(w))} 
for all U E pre(w) do 
while there is a vertex w E V such that remowe(w) # 8 do 
for all w E remowe(w) do 
if w E sim(u) then 
sim(u) := sim(u)\{w}; 
for all w" E pre(w) do 





{let prewsim(w) := sim(w)} 
remove(w) := 0 
od. 
Figure 1: O(mn) similarity checking 
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number of edges in the input graph. We will improve 
the running time to  O(mn). 
S t e p  2. The procedure ReJinedSimiZarity refines 
the schema SchematicSimilarityl as shown in the cen- 
ter of Figure 1. The key idea of the refinement is 
the introduction of a set prevsim(v) for each vertex w. 
For each vertex w, the set prevsim(v) is a superset 
of sim(v) and contains vertices that once were con- 
sidered candidates for simulating U. The crucial in- 
variant I2 of the WHILE loop allows us to sharpen 
sim(u) with respect to  the edge (u,v) by looking only 
at vertices in prevsim(v) when checking if a vertex 
w E sim(u) has a successor in sim(v). Moreover, once 
w‘ E prevsim(v)\sim(v) is looked a t  once, w’ is re- 
moved from prevsim(v) forever. 
The initial FOR loop of RefinedSimilarity performs, 
in addition to  the work of the initial FOR loop of 
SchematicSimilarityl, also some of the work of the 
WHILE loop of SchematicSimilarityl. For each ver- 
tex w, the set prewsim(w) is initialized to contain all 
vertices, and sim(v) is initialized to contain all vertices 
with the label of v that have a successor if v does. This 
initialization establishes the two invariants I1 and 12. 
In each iteration of the WHILE loop, we nondetermin- 
istically pick a vertex w for which sim(v) improves on 
prevsim(v), and we sharpen sim(u) for all predeces- 
sors U of v with respect to  the edge (u ,v) .  By 12, all 
vertices in sim(u) have successors in prevsim(v), and 
we can find all vertices in sim(u) that  do not have 
successors in sim(v) by looking at the predecessor set 
of prevsim(v). These vertices are collected in the set 
remove and deleted from sim(u). Once all predeces- 
sors of v have been processed in this fashion, we up- 
date prevsim(v) to  sim(v). If sim(v) = prevsim(v) for 
all vertices v, then I2 implies the termination condi- 
tion of SchematicSimilarityl. 
Step 3. The algorithm Eficaentsimilarity, shown 
at the bottom of Figure 1, implements the procedure 
Refinedsimilarity using two data structures. First, in- 
stead of recomputing the set remove in each iteration 
of the WHILE loop, we dynamically maintain for each 
vertex v a set remove(v) that satisfies the invariant 
13 of the WHILE loop. If remove(v) = 0 for all ver- 
tices U ,  then I1 and I3 imply the termination condition 
of RefinedSimdarity. Second (not shown in the figure), 
w e  maintain a 2D array count[l..n,l..n] of nonneg- 
ative integers such that count[w”,u] = lpost(w”) n 
sim(u)I for all vertices w“ and U .  The array count 
is initialized in time O(mn). Whenever a vertex w is 
removed from sim(u), then the counters count[w”, U ]  
are decremented for all predecessors w” of w. The 
cost of these decrements is absorbed in the cost of 
the innermost IF statement. With the array count, 
the test post(w”) fl sim(u) = 8 of that IF state- 
ment can be executed in constant time, by checking if 
The initialization of sim(v) for all v requires 
time O(n2) (recall that n 5 m). The initialization 
of remowe(v) for all v requires time O(mn). Given 
two vertices v and w, if the test w E remove(v) is 
positive in iteration of the WHILE loop, then the test 
w E remove(v) is negative in all iterations j > i. This 
is because (1) in all iterations, w E remove(v) implies 
that  w $! pre(sim(v)), ( 2 )  the value of prevsim(w) in 
all iterations j > i is a subset of the value of sim(v) 
in iteration i, and (3) invariant 11. It follows that the 
test w E sim(u) is executed C,C,lpre(v)l = O(mn) 
times. The test w E sim(u) is positive at most once 
for every w and U, because after a positive test w is 
removed from sim(u) and never put back. Therefore 
the body of the outer IF statement in the WHILE loop 
contributes time C,C,(l+ Ipre(w)l) = O(mn). This 
gives a total running time of O(mn). 
Theorem 1 Given a finite labeled graph with n ver- 
tices and m 2 n edges, the algorithm Efficient- 
Similarity computes the simulator sets for all vertices 
in time O(mn). 
Corollary 1 The similarity of two vertices of a finite 
Zabeled graph can be decided in time O(mn). 
count [U”, U] = 0. 
2.2 Infinite graphs 
While enumerative procedures operate on data struc- 
tures that represent graphs as collections of vertices 
and edges, symbolic procedures operate on data struc- 
tures that represent the vertex and edge sets of graphs 
using symbolic constraints such as logical formulas 
(in the finite case, boolean formulas). Symbolic pro- 
cedures apply to infinite graphs also. For example, 
for the infinite graph with the vertex set R, the sym- 
bolic constraint 1 5 U 5 2 represents the infinite set 
[1,2] C R of vertices, and the symbolic constraint 
1 5 U 5 2 A U’ = U + 1 represents an infinite set 
of edges, one from each vertex U E [1,2] to the ver- 
tex U + 1. 
A region is a (possibly infinite) set of vertices. Sym- 
bolic procedures operate on regions, rather than ver- 
tices. Instead of computing simulator sets for indi- 
vidual vertices, we compute simulator sets for entire 
regions. Note the following two facts. First, if two 
vertices are similar, then their simulator sets are iden- 
tical. Second, the simulator set of every vertex is a 
block (i.e., a union of equivalence classes) of the sim- 
ilarity relation d. These two facts lead us to the 
following definition. Given a labeled graph G, the 
symbolic simulator structure (11, Sim: 11 3 2II) for G 
consists of (1) the partition II of the vertex set V that 
is induced by the similarity relation xs, and (2) for 
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each equivalence class U E 11, the set Sim(U) of ver- 
tices that that simulate any (equivalently, all) vertices 
in U .  Then 11 is a set of regions, and Sim maps each 
of these regions to  another region. 
For a label a, let V, = {w E V I ((w)) = a}  be the 
region of vertices with the label a. The labeled graph 
G is efective if there is a class R of effectively repre- 
sentable regions such that (1) V, E R for all a E A, 
(2) R is effectively closed under all boolean operations 
and the pre-operation, and (3) the emptiness problem 
is decidable for the regions in R. Given an effective 
labeled graph G, we compute the symbolic simulator 
structure (II, Sim) for G. We develop our procedure 
in two steps. 
Step 1. We start with the schema Schematic- 
Similarity2 shown at the top of Figure 2, which re- 
laxes the schema SchematicSimilarityl of Figure 1. 
The initial FOR loops are identical, and establish the 
two invariants I4 and 15. The invariant I5 asserts 
that whenever a simulator set sim(w) contains a ver- 
tex w’, and w” simulates w‘, then sim(w) contains 
also w”. Assuming 15, if w E sim(u), w’ E sim(w), 
and (u,w’) E E ,  but there is no w” E sim(w) such 
that (w,w“) E E ,  then w cannot simulate U. This 
is because in order for w to simulate U, some suc- 
cessor of w would have to  simulate w’, which is not 
possible, because by I5 all vertices that simulate w‘ 
are contained in sim(w). We can therefore remove 
w from sim(u), maintaining both invariants, even if 
SchematicSimilarityi would not have allowed us to 
do so. In this case, we say that sim(u) is freely sharp- 
ened with respect to the edge (u,w’). If the edge 
(U, w) allows a sharpening of sim(u), then I4 implies 
that ( u , ~ )  also allows a free sharpening of sim(u). 
Consequently, if no edges allow a free sharpening of 
sim(u) for any vertex U ,  then the termination condi- 
tion of SchematicSimilarityl is satisfied. This implies 
the partial correctness of SchematicSimilarity2. 
Step 2. The procedure SymbolicSimilarity, shown 
at the bottom of Figure 2, is an instance of the schema 
SchematicSimilarityt. The only primitive operations 
of SymbolicSimilarity are boolean operations and the 
pre-operation on regions, and emptiness checking of 
regions. The procedure SymbolicSimilarity can there- 
fore be executed for finite labeled graphs, and for infi- 
nite labeled graphs that are effective. If the similarity 
relation zS of the input graph is finite, then it has only 
finitely many blocks, and the invariant I7 ensures that 
the procedure SymbolicSimilarity terminates. (If 
is infinite, then the partition 11 needs to  be refined in- 
finitely often, and the procedure does not terminate.) 
In implementing the procedure SymbolicSimilarity, 
we can enforce the invariant that for all regions U E TI, 
the region Sim(U) is a block of II, by refining the par- 
tition 11 whenever this becomes necessary due to  the 
creation of a new simulator set. Such an implementa- 
tion maintains a finite partition II of the vertex set V 
together with pointers from each region U E II to  all 
regions W E II with W C Sim(U), without represen- 
tenting the simulator set Sim( U )  explicitly. 
Theorem 2 Given an eflective labeled graph G with 
a finite similarity relation, the algorithm Symbolic- 
Similarity terminates and computes the symbolic sim- 
ulator structure for G. 
Corollary 2 The similarity of two vertices of an ef- 
fective labeled graph can be decided. 
It follows that the refinement problem (“Does a sys- 
tem refine a specification?”) is decidable if both the 
system and the specification are given by effective la- 
beled graphs with finite similarity relations, provided 
the sets of start states form blocks of the initial par- 
tition IIo = (V, I a E A}. Also the VCTL* model- 
checking problem is decidable for such systems, pro- 
vided all atomic formulas define blocks of the initial 
partition IIo. The next section gives an example for 
a class of systems that define effective labeled graphs 
with finite similarity relations. 
3 Hybrid Automata with 
Finite Similarity Relations 
A hybrid automaton is a finite automaton in tan- 
dem with a dynamical system [2]. Hybrid automata 
are useful for the algorithmic analysis of discrete pro- 
grams that interact with a continuous environment 
[4, 231. Each hybrid automaton defines an infinite la- 
beled graph. Verification must either proceed symbol- 
ically on the infinite state space, or otherwise reduce 
the state space to a finite quotient. Such a reduc- 
tion is possible for timed (hybrid) automata, where all 
continuous variables are accurate clocks, because all 
timed automata have finite bisimilarity relations 131. 
However, finite bisimilarity relations no longer exist 
for simple extensions of timed automata, such as rect- 
angular (hybrid) automata, where all continuous vari- 
ables are clocks with bounded drift [22]. Yet the reach- 
ability problem is known to  be decidable for rectan- 
gular automata [25]. We explain this fact by show- 
ing that every 2D rectangular automaton has a fi- 
nite similarity relation, which is the intersection of the 
two finite bisimilarity relations obtained by looking at 
the extremal slopes of both drifting clocks. Since ev- 
ery rectangular automaton defines an effective labeled 
graph, it follows that the refinement problem and the 
VCTL* model-checking problem are decidable for 2D 
rectangular automata. 
In a generalized rectangular automaton, the drifting 
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procedure SchematicSimilarityZ: 
Input: a labeled graph G = (V, E ,  A, ((-))). 
Output: for each vertex v E V ,  the simulator set sim(v). 
for all v E V do sim(v) := ( U  E V I ((U)) = ((v))} od; 
while there are three vertices U ,  v, and w such that 
post(u) n sim(v) # 8, w E sim(u), and post(w) n sim(v) = 8 do 
(14: assert for all w E V ,  v E sim(v)} 
(15: assert for all U, w’, w” E V ,  if w’ 5 w” and w’ E sim(v), then w” E sim(v)} 
sim(u) := sim(u)\(w} 
od. 
procedure SymbolicSimilarity: 
Input: a labeled graph G = (V, E ,  A, ((m))). 
Output: the symbolic simulator structure (II, Sam) for G. 
11 := {V, I a E A and V, # 0); 
for all U E II do Sim(U) := U od; 
while there are two regions U, V’ E 11 such that U n pre(Sim(V’)) # 0 and Sim(U)\pre(Sim(V’)) # 0 do 
(16: assert for all U E 11 and all U E U ,  sim(v) = Sim(U)} 
(17: assert for all U E 11, both U and Sim(U) are blocks of zS} 
(U’, U”) := (U npre(Sim(V’)),U\pre(Sim(V’))); 
Sim(U’) := Sim(U) n pre(Sim(V’)); 
if U’’ # 8 then II := 11 U {U”} ;  Sim(U’’) := Sim(U) fi 
od. 
11 := (II\{U}) U {U’}; 
Figure 2: Symbolic similarity checking 
clocks may take on negative slopes. We show that ev- 
ery 2D generalized rectangular automaton has a simi- 
larity quotient that, though infinite, tiles the plane in 
a regular manner. We conclude that linear tempord 
properties of 2D rectangular automata can be decided 
using pushdown automata. 
3.1 Rectangular automata 
Definition of rectangular automata [25]. An n- 
dimensional rectangle is a product of n nonempty in- 
tervals over I220 (open, half-open, or closed; bounded 
or unbounded), all of whose finite endpoints are in- 
tegers. Let B” be the set of n-dimensional rect- 
angles. An n-dimensional rectangular automaton H 
consists of a finite directed graph (LOC, Duns), a 
bounded rectangle act E B”, a vertex labeling func- 
tion inv : Loc --+ an, and three edge labeling func- 
tions preguard, postguard : Trans -+ B” and update : 
Trans -+ 2(1y*-9n). The vertices in Loc are called loca- 
tions, and the edges in Trans are called transitions. 
The rectangular automaton H defines the infinite 
labeled graph GH = (VH, E H ,  Loc, ((s))). Each vertex 
( I ,x)  E VH consists of a discrete state t? E Loc and 
a continuous state x E Rn>o. When the discrete state - 
is 1, the continuous state must lie in the invariant 
rectangle inv(C). This gives us the vertex set VH = 
( ( 1 , ~ )  I C E LOC and x E inv(I)}. Each edge in EH is 
either a time step or a transition step. 
Time steps are constrained by the invariant func- 
tion inv and the activity rectangle act: define 
( I , x )  +time (I’,y) iff (1) I = I’ and (2) either 
x = y ,  or there exists a positive real t E R>o 
such that E act. Due to the convexity 
of rectangles, it follows that (C,x) +time (C’,y) 
iff C = 1’ and there exists a differentiable tra- 
jectory f : [O,t] -+ inv(I) such that f ( 0 )  = x, 
f ( t )  = y, and the time derivative f ( s )  E act 
for all s E (0 , t ) .  Thus a time step does not 
change the discrete state and involves a differ- 
entiable evolution in the continuous state. 
Transition steps are constrained by the func- 
tions preguard, postguard, and update: define 
( I , x )  +trans (C’,y) iff there is a transition e = 
( I , I ’ )  E Trans such that (1) x E preguard(e), 
( 2 )  y E postguard(e), and (3) for all 1 5 i 5 n, 
if i update(e), then xi = yi. Thus a transi- 
tion step involves a change in the discrete state 
together with a discontinuous jump in the con- 
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Figure 3: Tilings with the torus similarity relation 
tinuous state. If i update(e), then the i th  co- 
ordinate x; of the continuous state remains un- 
changed; otherwise, xi is nondeterministically re- 
assigned a new value in the i th  component of the 
rectangle postguard (e). 
This gives us the edge set EH = {(u,v) E V' I 
,time w or U +trans v}. Finally, the label of a ver- 
tex is its location: for each (C,x) E VH, (((4,~)))  = C. 
Thus only the discrete state is observable. (In [24], 
we handle, in addition to  observations of the discrete 
state, also rectangular observations of the continuous 
state.) 
Effectiveness of rectangular automata [22]. 
The infinite labeled graph GH is effective for every 
rectangular automaton H .  To see this, consider the 
class of regions that are definable by boolean com- 
binations of (1) locations in Loc and (2) quantifier- 
free formulas of the theory (It,+,<) of the reals 
with addition. The theory (R,+,<) is decidable, 
closed under boolean operations, and closed under the 
pre-operation for rectangular automata, which corre- 
sponds to  quantifier elimination [4]. 
Similarity relations of 2D rectangular au- 
tomata. We show that for every 2D rectangular 
automaton H, the infinite labeled graph GH has a 
finite similarity relation. In the following, we as- 
sume that the activity rectangle act is closed, and 
no component of act contains 0. This has the effect 
that  during time steps, the range of the derivative 
ratio is a closed bounded interval with positive 
rational endpoints, namely, the phase slope interval 
Iact = [supac;, of H .  We also assume that 
for all transitions e E Trans, if i E update(e), then 
the i th  component of the rectangle postguard (e) is a 
singleton. This has the effect of making all discon- 
tinuous jumps deterministic. Open and unbounded 
phase slope intervals and nondeterministic jumps are 
handled in [24]. 
We begin by considering only the continuous part 
R2>, of the state space. We first divide the plane into 
un'lt squares, and find a finite similarity quotient of 
each unit square considered as the torus T2. This quo- 
tient on the unit square is shown in the first pane of 
inf act su act 
x above y 
' X  x below y 
x behind y . _ _  . . _ _ _ ,  
Figure 4: Left: cone(x). Right: Partition of R;,. - 
Figure 3 for an automaton with the activity rectan- 
gle act = [1,212; that is, Iact = [+,2]. We then lift 
the similarity quotient to the positive portion R;, of 
the plane, obtaining a regular tessellation, as &own 
in the second pane of Figure 3. While this tessela- 
tion gives us an infinite quotient, we can make use 
of the fact that  the definition of the given automa- 
ton H contains a largest constant c E N. Since both 
derivatives dxl and dx2 are nonnegative, any two con- 
tinuous states that  differ only in the integer parts of 
coordinates larger than c are bisimilar. Hence two 
points in R2>, are similar if (1) their fractional parts 
are similar as elements of the torus T2, and (2) they 
agree on the integer parts of all coordinates that are 
no more than c. In our example, the third pane of 
Figure 3 shows the case c = 3 (except that  each un- 
bounded region is further partitioned according to (l), 
into finitely many patches). In a final step, we take 
the product of the similarity quotient on R?, - with the 
discrete part LOC of the state space. 
We now begin the formal presentation. For a non- 
negative real 2 E R>o, let f iac(2)  be the fractional 
part 2 - 1x1 of x; for a point x E W;,, let fiac(x) 
be the point whose i th coordinate fiac(x;) for 
i = 1,2. By gluing together opposite sides of the 
closed unit square [0, 112, we obtain the torus T2. De- 
fine the equivalence relation = on [0, 112 by x = y iff 
fiac(x) = fiac(y). Then T2 = [0,1l2/,. We use the 
points in the half-open unit square (0, 112 to represent 
the elements of T2. 
Let a and b be positive rationals with a 5 b. For 
a point x E R;,, by ~ay,(x) c R:, we denote the 
ray from x wifh slope a; that  is, y E ~ay,(x)  iff 
y1 2 XI and (y1 - x1)a = y2 - x2. By cone,,b(x) c 
R;, we denote the cone with the two boundary rays 
rai,(x) and ray,(x); that  is, y E conea,b(x) iff ei- 
ther y = x, or y1 > x1 and a 5 5 b 
(see the left part of Figure 4). We now define a la- 
beled graph G,,b with the vertex set (0,1l2. The 
edges of Ga,b correspond to the two types of move- 
ment for the continuous state of a 2D rectangular au- 
tomaton with the phase slope interval [a, b].  Formally, 
Time steps Continuous evolution is represented by 
edges of the type Etime: define (x,y) E Etime iff 
G,,b = ( ( 0 , 1 ] 2 , E t i m e U E y  UEy,A , ( ( - ) ) ) .  
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Figure 5: The region bisimulations for slopes 4 and 6,  
and their intersection 
there is a point x’ E [0, 112 such that x‘ x and 
y E cone,,b(x‘). It follows that boundary points 
of the unit square can move “around” the torus T2 
once. (A continuous evolution that moves around 
the torus multiple times is reducible to a sequence 
of Etime edges [24].) 
Transition steps Discontinuous jumps of the i th CO- 
ordinate are represented by edges of the type 
Ejrans, for i = 1,2: define (x,y) E ,Fans iff 
(1) yi = 1, and (2) for j # i, yj = xj. (A discon- 
tinuous jump in both coordinates is reducible to  
a sequence of two Etrans edges [24].) 
The labels of two points are equal iff they have the 
same status with respect to being on the boundaries 
of the unit square: let A be any set with four elements, 
and define ((x))$= ((y)) iff (1) X I  = 1 iff y1 = 1, and 
(2) x2 = 1 iff y2 = 1. 
If a = b, then the labeled graph Ga,b has the fi- 
nite region bisimulation Sa  [2, 31, which is defined 
by the line on the torus T2 that  begins a t  the ori- 
gin and moves at slope a until it meets the ori- 
gin once again. Then horizontal and vertical lines 
are drawn from each intersection with the coordinate 
axes. Formally, for a = 2 with gcd(a1,az) = 1, 
define x S a  y iff for i = 1,2 ,  (1) luixil = [aiy;], 
(2) frac(a;xi) = 0 iff frac(aiyi) = 0, and (3) for j # i, 
frac(a;xi)  < frac(ajxj) iff frac(aiyi) < frac(ajyj). 
Figure 5 shows the region bisimulations 2 4  and EL,  
and on the right hand side, their intersection. I$e 
prove that this intersection is the similarity relation 
Lemma 1 Let a and b be two positive rationals with 
a 5 b. The  two vertices x and y of the labeled graph 
Ga,b are similar iff x Z a  y and x %, y. 
Proof. We argue only that x Ea y and x %, y im- 
plies that  x and y are similar; for the converse see [24]. 
Consider simulation as an infinite two-player game be- 
tween an evader and a pursuer playing on the torus T2. 
The evader begins at the point x ,  and the pursuer be- 
gins at y. When the evader moves to X I ,  the pursuer 
must move to  a point y’ with y: = 1 iff x: = 1 for 
i = 1,2; that is, the pursuer must be able to match 
the moves of the evader that fall on a boundary of 
of Ga,b. 
the unit square. The evader wins if ever the pursuer 
cannot match its move. The pursuer wins the infinite 
game if it matches every evader move, ad infinitum. 
In particular, the pursuer can win if it can ever move 
to the same point as the evader. It is clear that  y 
simulates x iff the pursuer has a winning strategy. 
An optimal strategy for the pursuer is as follows. 
When it is above the evader, the pursuer moves at the 
minimal slope, waiting for the evader to enter its cone. 
Similarly, when it is below the evader, the pursuer 
moves at the maximal slope. Once the evader enters 
the cone of the pursuer, the pursuer intercepts the 
evader by moving to the same point. 
With this in mind, we define a relation 5 on the 
torus T2, and show that 5 is a simulation for 
Given a point y E we partition the positive por- 
tion R2>o - of the plane into four disjoint parts: 
(1) define x before y iff x E conea,a(y) and 
( 2 )  define x above y iff not (1) and 
(3) define x below y iff not (1) and 
(4) define x behind y iff y E conea,b(x). 
4 ra!/a(Y) and 4 ra?/b(y); 
COnea,b(X) n raya(Y) = 0; 
conea,b(X) n rayb(y) = 0; 
This partition of the plane is shown in the right part 
of Figure 4. For x, y E (0, 112, define x 5 y iff the 
following four conditions obtain: 
(Cl) Either y above x and y E a  x, or 
y below x and y x, or y Sa x and 
y Z b  x. 
(C2) For i = 1,2, y; = 1 iff x; = 1. 
(C3) y2 > x2 implies (l,y2) Ea (1,x2), and 
((34) y1 > x1 implies (yl , l)  zb  XI,^), and 
The first condition is the root of the matter. It says 
that y simulates x if either y and x are bisimilar at 
both extremal slopes; or y is below x, and y and x are 
bisimilar at the maximal slope; or y is above x and y 
and x are bisimilar at the minimal slope. 
We now return to pursuit game terminology. The 
pursuer begins at y, and attempts to match the moves 
of the evader, who begins at x. We sketch a winning 
strategy for the pursuer when x 5 y (see [24] for de- 
tails). First we consider jump edges from Erans. Sup- 
pose that the evader moves to x’ such that (x,x’) E 
Ejrans. Then the pursuer moves to  y‘ such that 
(y,y’) E Etrans. By condition C2 + i of the defini- 
tion of 2, it follows that x‘ 5 yl. 
Next we consider evolution edges from Etime. As- 
sume that y above x and y Sa x, and suppose that 
the evader moves to x’ such that (x,x’) E Etime. 
y2 < x2 implies (l,y2) z b  (l,x2). 
y1 < X I  implies (yl, 1) Ga ( X I ,  1). 
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If x’ E cone,,b(y‘) for some y‘ y, then the pur- 
suer moves to  the same point x’, and wins the game. 
Otherwise, the pursuer moves at the minimal slope a. 
Since y E, x, and the %,-equivalence classes are con- 
vex, it follows that the pursuer can reach a point y’ 
with x’ 5 y’. The case y below x and y :€, x is han- 
dled symmetrically. The final case has y Sa x and 
y %b x, but neither y above x nor y below x. In this 
case, either x behind y or x before y. In the former 
subcase, the pursuer moves to  x’, catching the evader. 
In the latter subcase, suppose that  neither y Sa x’ nor 
y g b  x’. Then there is a point x* on the line segment 
from x to x’ such that  either y above x* and y ZZ, x*, 
or y below x* and y g b  x*. So the pursuer moves as 
indicated in one of the first two cases, to  counter an 
evader move from x* to  x’. H 
Let a = 2 and b = 2 such that gcd(a1,aa) = 
gcd(b1, b2)  = 1. The similarity relation of Ga,b has 
na,b = O( (a1 + bl)(a2 + b2)) many equivalence classes. 
Let H be a 2D rectangular automaton with k loca- 
tions and the phase slope interval [a, b]. Let g a , b  be 
the similarity relation of Galb. Let c be the largest in- 
teger constant that  appears in the definition of H .  
Then the two vertices (1,x) and (t’,y) of GH are 
similar if (1) 1 = C’, (2) frac(x) %,b frac(y),  and 
(3)  for i = 1,2, either [xi1 = lyiJ, or both xi > c 
and yi > c. The similarity relation of GH has 
O(kc2na,b) = O(kc4) many equivalence classes. If in- 
teger constants are represented in logarithmic space, 
then the size of the similarity quotient is exponentially 
larger than the description of the automaton. 
Theorem 3 Let H be a 2D rectangular automaton 
with k locations and integer constants no larger than c. 
The labeled graph GH has a finite similarity relation 
with O(kc4) many equivalence classes. 
Corollary 3 The algorithm Symbolicsimilarity ter- 
minates when applied to a 2D rectangular automaton. 
By contrast, 2D rectangular automata generally do 
not have finite bisimilarity relations [22], and sym- 
bolic CTL model-checking procedures [4] may not ter- 
minate when applied to  a 2D rectangular automaton. 
We conjecture that  rectangular automata of arbitrary 
dimension have finite similarity relations. 
VCTL* model checking. Let H be a rectangular 
automaton with the location set Loc and the invari- 
ant function inv. Consider the branching temporal 
logic VCTL* [20] whose atomic formulas are the lo- 
cations in Loc (for more generous atomic formulas, 
see [24]). Then every formula 4 defines a region [ $ ] H  
of the infinite labeled graph GH (the atomic formula 
1 defines the region [1]H = ((1,x) I x E inv(t)}) .  
The model-checking problem ( H ,  4 )  asks if the region 
[ @ ] H  is equal to  the state space VH. Since two similar 
vertices cannot be distinguished by VCTL* formulas, 
it follows from Theorem 3 that  the VCTL* model- 
checking problem for 2D rectangular automata can be 
reduced to model-checking on finite labeled graphs. 
From the model-checking complexity of CTL* [27], it 
follows that the VCTL* model-checking problem for 
2D rectangular automata can be solved in PSPACE. 
3.2 Generalized rectangular automata 
The rectangles of a generalized 2 0  rectangular au- 
tomaton H are not restricted to  the positive portion 
R2>o of the plane. In particular, the activity rectangle 
a 2  = act1 x act2 of H is a product of two arbitrary 
intervals act1,actz R of the real line. For a de- 
tailed treatment of generalized rectangular automata, 
we refer to  [24]; here we only sketch our results. 
First consider the case in which only one of the co- 
ordinates may take on negative derivatives; that is, 
0 < inf act1 5 supactl and inf act2 < 0 < supact2. 
In this case, IaCt = [a,b] for the two rationals a = 
inf act: < 0,. and b = i n ~ a c t l  > 0. The analogue of 
Lemma 1 still holds. Let c be the largest integer con- 
stant that appears in the definition of H ,  and consider 
a point x E R>o x R. While the integer part of x1 is 
relevant only up to  c, this is no longer the case for the 
integer part of x2. The similarity quotient of R>o x R 
consists of a strip that is infinite in one dimension, and 
tessellated by the torus similarity quotient on each 
unit square of the strip. This is illustrated in the final 
pane of Figure 3 for an automaton with Iact = [-1,2] 
and c = 3. Then, as above, the similarity relation :a,b 
of Ga,b induces the similarity relation of G H :  the two 
vertices (1, x) and (e’, y) of GH are similar if (1) C = C, 
(2) fiac(x) E a , b  frac(Y), (3) 1x21 = LY21, and (4) ei- 
ther [XI] = Lyl], or both XI > c and y1 > c. The 
similarity quotient of GH is infinite, but can be en- 
coded by a pushdown w-automaton whose stack rep- 
resents the absolute value of the integer part for the 
second coordinate. (This technique is used in [lo] for 
a similar purpose.) 
It remains to  consider the case in which both co- 
ordinates may take on both positive and negative 
derivatives; that is, inf act1 < 0 < supact l ,  and 
inf act2 < 0 < sup act2. In this case, Iac t  = R; that is, 
each point in R2 may evolve into any direction. Then 
GH has a finite bisimilarity relation [22]. 
Consider the linear temporal logic LTL [19] whose 
atomic formulas are the locations of H and the rectan- 
gles in R2. From our characterization of the similarity 
relation of GH, it follows that the LTL model-checking 
problem for generalized 2D rectangular automata can 
be reduced to  the language inclusion problem between 
a pushdown w-automaton and a finite w-automaton, 
which is known to be decidable [16]. 
inf act su act2 
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Theorem 4 The LTL model-checking probZem is de- 
cidable for generalized 2D rectangular automata. 
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